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VIION FOR LARNING
To uild a positive culture that instills a passion for lifelong learning.
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TALIHD PRIORITI
Priorit tatement

Outcome Categor

If we add LL structures and supports to general education classrooms so that teachers are ale to meet the individual
needs of students then all students should show growth on the PA.

ssential Practices 1: Focus on Continuous

tudents needing social-emotional and academic support will receive targeted research ased interventions over 3 to
4 week ccles, resulting in 90% of students passing  the 4th quarter.

ssential Practices 3: Provide tudent-

Improvement of Instruction

Centered upport stems

ACTION PLAN AND TP
vidence-ased trateg
Teach a set of academic vocaular words intensivel across several das using a variet of instructional activities.
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

Reading Inventor
quarterl growth goal

tudents will show growth of 75-100 lexiles per ear as indicated on the Reading Inventor Growth Proficienc Report.

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead
Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports Needed

Incorporating

2020-10-01 -

Wonders/M

Templates for Wonders and M Perspectives Instruction and practice with select set of ke vocaular

vocaular into
writing (Respond to
Reading 5/6) (Write it

2021-06-21

Perspective
PD planners

over a series of das; practice using multiple modalities Teach word learning strategies - multiple
meaning words, word parts, cognates, use of context clues.

2020-10-01 0020-10-31

Team Leaders

Creating a template or ank for teachers to utilize: Visual supports – pictures, images, short videos,
graphic organizers to represent academic vocaular and concepts. tudents will e ale to read and
create diagrams, tales, concept maps. Veral supports – student anchor charts, sentence starters and

or Writing to ources
section 7/8)
Provide visual and
veral supports

frames, paragraph frames, and speak in small-group. tudents will e ale to use the veral supports in
class to speak with peers and staff.
Integrate oral and
written language
instruction into

2020-08-24 2020-09-30

Janna
Isell/Reading
pecialist

content areas

Clear models and opportunities for staff to oserve and practice: Dail opportunities for students to talk
and write aout content in pairs and small groups Creating student speaking opportunities that support
content learning and language development Writing tasks that are anchored in content (standards) and
provided focused support for language development Use of scaffolded supports for speaking and
writing (e.i., sentence and paragraph frames) Provide opportunities for students to practice soft skills,
while working on standard goals.

Anticipated Outcome
tudents will either e speaking, writing, or listening to academic vocaular 30% of the class period at least three times a week.
Monitoring/valuation
tudents data will e monitored weekl through data meetings and MT.

vidence-ased trateg
Integrate Oral and Written nglish Language Instruction into Content-Area Teaching
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

Reading Inventor
quarterl growth goal

tudents will show growth of 75-100 lexiles per ear as indicated on the Reading Inventor Growth Proficienc Report.

Anticipated

Lead

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Collaorative

2020-08-24 -

Janna

Conversation PD

2020-09-30

Isell/Melissa
ggert

Action tep

Materials/Resources/upports Needed

creen Castif/Plalist

Anticipated

Lead

tart/Completion

Person/Position

PLC leads develop a

2020-10-01 -

LL resource

ruric for evaluating
a student's oral

2020-10-31

teachers/PLC

Identif Tier 2

2020-08-31 -

Department

Words from Content area curriculum

vocaular in
content areas.

2021-06-21

Leaders

https://www.wagnerhigh.net/pdf/Tier_2%20AND%20Tier%203_Common%20Core_Volcaular_Terms.pdf

Create discussion

2020-08-31 -

Department

Wonders Collaorative Conversation framework (Instructional Routines Handook

starters/conversation
frames to guide

2021-06-21

Leaders

2020-08-31 2021-06-21

All Teachers

Instructional Framework for teaching academic vocaular - Isael eck

2020-08-31 2021-06-21

All Teachers

entence Frames, Academic Vocaular List

PLCs review data

2020-08-31 -

PLC Leaders

Data overals for oral

from Oral Language
rurics including

2021-06-21

Action tep

Materials/Resources/upports Needed

PLC Time

academic
vocaular using the
WIDA can do
descriptors.

classroom
collaorative
conversations.
Classroom teachers
explicitl teach
academic
vocaular using an
agreed upon
instructional
framework.
Classroom teachers
facilitate the use of
academic
vocaular in the
classroom  using
the Collaorative
Conversation
frameworks at least
twice a week.

samples of student
work for discussion
and data norming.

Anticipated Outcome
tudents will either e speaking or writing in nglish 30% of each class period or a minimum of one third of the classes during the week using, frames, guides, and
anchor charts.
Monitoring/valuation
tudents data will e monitored weekl through data meetings and MT.

vidence-ased trateg
DataWise
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

Preventing failure

tudents needing social-emotional and academic support will receive targeted research ased interventions over 3 to 4 week ccles,

through intervention

resulting in 90% of students passing  the 4th quarter.

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead
Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

chool wide professional development on how to analze data, interpret, and use data to
make decisions for student achievement. Professional development will directl lead to Data

2020-08-31 2020-09-30

Laura Morgan/
Principal Phil

Access to DataWise course
through Harvard. Meeting

Anzelmo/Assistant
Principal

Time with taff

Laura Morgan/

Data Overlas of student

meetings and MT meetings for researched interventions. taff participates in the course,
practices with data, then models future data meetings.
Grade level teams work on looking at student achievement data to determine est practices

2020-10-05 -

Action tep

for teaching. Teachers will then implement those strategies into their classroom, record
student achievement data, and continue the process. With a specific focus in oral and written
academic language and vocaular. Additionall, students not consistentl performing, will e
monitored through MT and given research ased interventions for a minimum of three to
four weeks, efore reassessing the situation.

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead
Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

2021-06-21

Principal Phil
Anzelmo/Assistant

Acheivement Research
ased

Principal Lamia
Khan/ chool
Pschologist

pratices/interventions Time
for meetings tudent Data
Cards

Anticipated Outcome
Consistent weekl meetings ased on data the help drive instruction and etter place students into research ased interventions, that will increase student
achievement.
Monitoring/valuation
ach semester there will e a review of student achievement data to ensure that no student is missing out on needed interventions. To ensure that interventions are
eing implemented with delit and lessons are eing designed with student achievement in mind, administrators will do walk throughs of class and provide
feedack to sta .

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

tudents will show growth of 75-100 lexiles per ear as indicated on the Reading Inventor Growth Proficienc

Teach a set

Incorporating

10/01/2020

Report. (Reading Inventor quarterl growth goal)

of academic
vocaular

vocaular into
writing (Respond

06/21/2021

words
intensivel
across

to Reading 5/6)
(Write it or Writing
to ources section

several das
using a

7/8)

Measurale Goals

variet of
instructional
activities.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

tudents will show growth of 75-100 lexiles per ear as indicated on the Reading Inventor Growth Proficienc

Integrate

Collaorative

08/24/2020

Report. (Reading Inventor quarterl growth goal)

Oral and
Written

Conversation PD

09/30/2020

Measurale Goals

nglish
Language
Instruction
into
ContentArea
Teaching

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

tudents will show growth of 75-100 lexiles per ear as indicated on the Reading Inventor Growth Proficienc

Integrate

PLC leads develop

10/01/2020

Report. (Reading Inventor quarterl growth goal)

Oral and

a ruric for

-

Written

evaluating a

10/31/2020

nglish

student's oral

Language
Instruction

academic
vocaular using

into

the WIDA can do

Content-

descriptors.

Measurale Goals

Area
Teaching

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

tudents will show growth of 75-100 lexiles per ear as indicated on the Reading Inventor Growth Proficienc

Integrate

Classroom

08/31/2020

Report. (Reading Inventor quarterl growth goal)

Oral and
Written

teachers explicitl
teach academic

06/21/2021

nglish

vocaular using

Language

an agreed upon

Instruction

instructional

into

framework.

Measurale Goals

ContentArea
Teaching

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

tudents will show growth of 75-100 lexiles per ear as indicated on the Reading Inventor Growth Proficienc

Integrate

Classroom

08/31/2020

Report. (Reading Inventor quarterl growth goal)

Oral and

teachers facilitate

-

Written

the use of

06/21/2021

nglish

academic

Language
Instruction

vocaular in the
classroom 

into

using the

Content-

Collaorative

Area

Conversation

Teaching

frameworks at

Measurale Goals

least twice a
week.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

tudents will show growth of 75-100 lexiles per ear as indicated on the Reading Inventor Growth Proficienc

Integrate

PLCs review data

08/31/2020

Report. (Reading Inventor quarterl growth goal)

Oral and

from Oral

-

Written

Language rurics

06/21/2021

nglish

including samples

Language
Instruction

of student work
for discussion and

into

data norming.

Measurale Goals

ContentArea
Teaching

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

tudents needing social-emotional and academic support will receive targeted research ased interventions over
3 to 4 week ccles, resulting in 90% of students passing  the 4th quarter. (Preventing failure through
intervention)

Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

DataWise

chool wide

08/31/2020

professional
development on

09/30/2020

how to analze
data, interpret,
and use data to
make decisions
for student
achievement.
Professional
development will
directl lead to
Data meetings
and MT
meetings for
researched
interventions.
taff participates
in the course,
practices with
data, then models
future data
meetings.

APPROVAL & IGNATUR
Assurance of Qualit and Accountailit
Assurance of Qualit and Accountailit
The uilding Administrator, uperintendent/Chief xecutive O cer and President of the chool oard will a rm the following statements.
We a rm that our school has developed a chool Improvement Plan ased upon a thorough review of the essential practices to advance educational programs and
processes and improve student achievement.
We a rm that the action plans that we will e implementing address our speci c school needs, include strategies that provide educational opportunities and
instructional strategies for all students and each of the student groups, increases the amount and qualit of learning time, and provides equit in the curriculum which
ma include programs, activities, and courses necessar to provide a well-rounded education. These plans address the needs of all children in the school, ut
particularl the needs of those at risk of not meeting the challenging tate academic standards.
We, the undersigned, here certif that the school level plan has een dul reviewed  the uilding Administrator, uperintendent of chools and formall approved
 the district's oard of ducation, per guidelines required  the Pennslvania Department of ducation.
We here a rm and assure that the school level plan:
Addresses all the required components prescried  the Pennslvania Department of ducation
Meets A requirements
Reflects evidence-ased strategies that meet the three highest levels of evidence outlined in A
Has a high proailit of improving student achievement
Has sufficient LA leadership and support to ensure successful implementation
With this Assurance of Qualit & Accountailit, we, therefore, request the Pennslvania Department of ducation grant formal approval to implement this school
level plan.
chool oard Minutes or Affirmation tatement

;

ignature (ntered lectronicall and must have access to we application).
uperintendent/Chief xecutive Officer

Dr. Khalid Mumin

2020-08-31

chool Improvement Facilitator ignature

uilding Principal ignature

Laura Morgan

0020-08-31

ADDNDUM A: ACKGROUND INFORMATION TO INFORM PLAN
trengths

Challenges

Met standard demonstrating growth in Math-77% tudents with disailities

All student group did not meet standard demonstrating growth in Reading (60)

sugroup

and Math (66)

Met standard demonstrating growth in LA- LL (71) and lack (72) sugroups

Decreased in overall Math performance-lack, Hispanic, and LL sugroups

PVAA-lack (72) and LL(71) sugroup met standard demonstrating growth in
LA
PVAA-lack sugroup exceeded state average growth in Math-80%
PVAA-tudents with disailities met standard demonstrating growth in Math77%
N/A
PVAA- LL (71) sugroup met standard demonstrating growth in LA
87.8% Completion rate with Naviance
Identif professional learning needs through analsis of a variet of data *

Did not meet standard demonstrating growth in LA-66%-tudents with
disailities sugroup
PA-All sugroups decreased in LA
PVVA-All student group did not meet interim goal/ improvement target in
LA-24.6%
PVAA-tudents with disailities did not meet standard demonstrating growth
in LA-66%
PAtep- In LA, small group instruction is occurring ut at a low level of
phsicall grouping with vague criteria, not in the planning and
implementation for instruction
PVVA-All student group did not meet interim goal/ improvement target in
Math-9.7%
PA- lack, Hispanic, and LL decreased in Math
N/A
PVAA-All student group did not meet interim goal/ improvement target in
LA-24.6%
PVAA-All student group did not meet interim goal/ improvement target in
Math-9.7%
PVAA-tudents with disailities did not meet standard demonstrating growth
in LA-66%
PVAA-The LL sugroup did not meet standard demonstrating growth in
Math-65%
87.8% Completion rate with Naviance
Identif and address individual student learning needs *
Implement a multi-tiered sstem of supports for academics and ehavior *

Most Notale Oservations/Patterns

Challenges

Discussion Point

Did not meet standard
demonstrating growth in LA-66%-

-Teachers have a lack of understanding how to adapt/ modif for students with disailities and how to e
responsive to their ailit to participate/ need support to plan so students can access grade level material

Priorit for Planning

tudents with disailities sugroup
PVAA-tudents with disailities

-Teachers have a lack of understanding how to adapt/ modif for students with disailities and how to e

did not meet standard

responsive to their ailit to participate

demonstrating growth in LA-66%
PAtep- In LA, small group

-Teachers will plan for small groups in whole group Professional Development/taff meetings-, ut lack

instruction is occurring ut at a low

of consistent monitoring led to ineffective instruction and lack of planning

level of phsicall grouping with
vague criteria, not in the planning
and implementation for instruction
PVVA-All student group did not

-Lack of conceptual instruction and higher level math exposure/ continued focus on elow grade level

meet interim goal/ improvement

skills that can e emedded in the on or aove level content

target in Math-9.7%
PA- lack, Hispanic, and LL

-Lack of LL support for general education teachers to prepare and deliver LL instruction

decreased in Math
PVAA-All student group did not

-Literac directl affects all suject area performance including math at the middle school level



meet interim goal/ improvement
target in LA-24.6%
PVAA-All student group did not

-Momax was incorporated this ear with expectation to assess, supplement and e a tool in

meet interim goal/ improvement

intervention. Intervention groups were difficult and confusing for non Math teachers and there was a lack

target in Math-9.7%

of expectation for instruction

PVAA-tudents with disailities

-Teachers have a lack of understanding how to adapt/ modif for students with disailities and how to e

did not meet standard

responsive to their ailit to participate

demonstrating growth in LA-66%
PVAA-The LL sugroup did not

-Lack of LL support for general education teachers to prepare and deliver LL instruction

meet standard demonstrating
growth in Math-65%
Identif and address individual

-Teachers have a lack of understanding how to adapt/ modif for students with disailities and how to e

student learning needs *

responsive to their ailit to participate

Implement a multi-tiered sstem of

-Discussed the relationship etween the two and the lack of team communication to whole staff

supports for academics and

regarding student ailit. From eptemer to March there were a total of 688 referrals with disciplinar

ehavior *

actions. At total of 135, were given suspensions ased on their actions. outhwest averaged 1.5
suspensions per da after 90- das of eing in school. . With an additional 56 students receiving I. The
grade reakdown for uspensions: 5th-22 6th- 23 7th-55 8th-38



ADDNDUM : ACTION PLAN
Action Plan: Teach a set of academic vocaular words intensivel across several das using a variet of instructional activities.
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Incorporating vocaular into writing (Respond to

10/01/2020 - 06/21/2021

Reading 5/6) (Write it or Writing to ources section
7/8)

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

tudents data will e monitored weekl through data

tudents will either e speaking, writing, or listening to academic vocaular 30% of the class period at

meetings and MT.

least three times a week.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD
tep

Templates for Wonders and M Perspectives Instruction and practice with select set of ke vocaular over a series of das; practice using multiple modalities

es

Teach word learning strategies - multiple meaning words, word parts, cognates, use of context clues.

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Provide visual and veral supports

10/01/2020 - 10/31/0020

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

tudents data will e monitored weekl through data

tudents will either e speaking, writing, or listening to academic vocaular 30% of the class period at

meetings and MT.

least three times a week.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD
tep

Creating a template or ank for teachers to utilize: Visual supports – pictures, images, short videos, graphic organizers to represent academic vocaular and

no

concepts. tudents will e ale to read and create diagrams, tales, concept maps. Veral supports – student anchor charts, sentence starters and frames,
paragraph frames, and speak in small-group. tudents will e ale to use the veral supports in class to speak with peers and staff.

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Integrate oral and written language instruction into

08/24/2020 - 09/30/2020

content areas

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

tudents data will e monitored weekl through data

tudents will either e speaking, writing, or listening to academic vocaular 30% of the class period at

meetings and MT.

least three times a week.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD
tep

Clear models and opportunities for staff to oserve and practice: Dail opportunities for students to talk and write aout content in pairs and small groups

no

Creating student speaking opportunities that support content learning and language development Writing tasks that are anchored in content (standards) and
provided focused support for language development Use of scaffolded supports for speaking and writing (e.i., sentence and paragraph frames) Provide
opportunities for students to practice soft skills, while working on standard goals.

Action Plan: Integrate Oral and Written nglish Language Instruction into Content-Area Teaching

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Collaorative Conversation PD

08/24/2020 - 09/30/2020

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

tudents data will e monitored weekl through data
meetings and MT.

tudents will either e speaking or writing in nglish 30% of each class period or a minimum of one third of
the classes during the week using, frames, guides, and anchor charts.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

creen Castif/Plalist

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

PLC leads develop a ruric for evaluating a student's

10/01/2020 - 10/31/2020

oral academic vocaular using the WIDA can do
descriptors.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

tudents data will e monitored weekl through data
meetings and MT.

tudents will either e speaking or writing in nglish 30% of each class period or a minimum of one third of
the classes during the week using, frames, guides, and anchor charts.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

PLC Time

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Identif Tier 2 vocaular in content areas.

08/31/2020 - 06/21/2021

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

tudents data will e monitored weekl through data

tudents will either e speaking or writing in nglish 30% of each class period or a minimum of one third of

meetings and MT.

the classes during the week using, frames, guides, and anchor charts.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Words from Content area curriculum https://www.wagnerhigh.net/pdf/Tier_2%20AND%20Tier%203_Common%20Core_Volcaular_Terms.pdf

no

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Create discussion starters/conversation frames to

08/31/2020 - 06/21/2021

guide classroom collaorative conversations.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

tudents data will e monitored weekl through data

tudents will either e speaking or writing in nglish 30% of each class period or a minimum of one third of

meetings and MT.

the classes during the week using, frames, guides, and anchor charts.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Wonders Collaorative Conversation framework (Instructional Routines Handook

no

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Classroom teachers explicitl teach academic

08/31/2020 - 06/21/2021

vocaular using an agreed upon instructional
framework.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

tudents data will e monitored weekl through data

tudents will either e speaking or writing in nglish 30% of each class period or a minimum of one third of

meetings and MT.

the classes during the week using, frames, guides, and anchor charts.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Instructional Framework for teaching academic vocaular - Isael eck

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Classroom teachers facilitate the use of academic
vocaular in the classroom  using the

08/31/2020 - 06/21/2021

Collaorative Conversation frameworks at least twice
a week.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

tudents data will e monitored weekl through data

tudents will either e speaking or writing in nglish 30% of each class period or a minimum of one third of

meetings and MT.

the classes during the week using, frames, guides, and anchor charts.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

entence Frames, Academic Vocaular List

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

PLCs review data from Oral Language rurics
including samples of student work for discussion and

08/31/2020 - 06/21/2021

data norming.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

tudents data will e monitored weekl through data

tudents will either e speaking or writing in nglish 30% of each class period or a minimum of one third of

meetings and MT.

the classes during the week using, frames, guides, and anchor charts.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Data overals for oral

es

Action Plan: DataWise
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

chool wide professional development on how to

08/31/2020 - 09/30/2020

analze data, interpret, and use data to make
decisions for student achievement. Professional
development will directl lead to Data meetings and
MT meetings for researched interventions. taff
participates in the course, practices with data, then
models future data meetings.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

ach semester there will e a review of student

Consistent weekl meetings ased on data the help drive instruction and etter place students into

achievement data to ensure that no student is missing
out on needed interventions. To ensure that

research ased interventions, that will increase student achievement.

interventions are eing implemented with fidelit and
lessons are eing designed with student achievement
in mind, administrators will do walk throughs of class
and provide feedack to staff.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Access to DataWise course through Harvard. Meeting Time with taff

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Grade level teams work on looking at student
achievement data to determine est practices for

10/05/2020 - 06/21/2021

teaching. Teachers will then implement those
strategies into their classroom, record student
achievement data, and continue the process. With a
specific focus in oral and written academic language
and vocaular. Additionall, students not
consistentl performing, will e monitored through
MT and given research ased interventions for a
minimum of three to four weeks, efore reassessing
the situation.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

ach semester there will e a review of student

Consistent weekl meetings ased on data the help drive instruction and etter place students into

achievement data to ensure that no student is missing
out on needed interventions. To ensure that

research ased interventions, that will increase student achievement.

interventions are eing implemented with fidelit and
lessons are eing designed with student achievement
in mind, administrators will do walk throughs of class
and provide feedack to staff.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Data Overlas of student Acheivement Research ased pratices/interventions Time for meetings tudent Data Cards

no

ADDNDUM C: PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT PLAN
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

tudents will show growth of 75-100 lexiles per ear as indicated on the Reading Inventor Growth Proficienc

Teach a set

Incorporating

10/01/2020

Report. (Reading Inventor quarterl growth goal)

of academic
vocaular

vocaular into
writing (Respond

- 06/21/2021

words

to Reading 5/6)

intensivel
across

(Write it or Writing
to ources section

several das

7/8)

Measurale Goals

using a
variet of
instructional
activities.
tudents will show growth of 75-100 lexiles per ear as indicated on the Reading Inventor Growth Proficienc

Integrate

Collaorative

08/24/2020

Report. (Reading Inventor quarterl growth goal)

Oral and
Written

Conversation PD

09/30/2020

nglish
Language
Instruction
into
ContentArea
Teaching
tudents will show growth of 75-100 lexiles per ear as indicated on the Reading Inventor Growth Proficienc

Integrate

PLC leads develop

10/01/2020

Report. (Reading Inventor quarterl growth goal)

Oral and

a ruric for

- 10/31/2020

Written
nglish

evaluating a
student's oral

Language

academic

Instruction

vocaular using

into
Content-

the WIDA can do
descriptors.

Area
Teaching
tudents will show growth of 75-100 lexiles per ear as indicated on the Reading Inventor Growth Proficienc

Integrate

Classroom

08/31/2020

Report. (Reading Inventor quarterl growth goal)

Oral and
Written

teachers explicitl
teach academic

- 06/21/2021

nglish

vocaular using

Language
Instruction

an agreed upon
instructional

into

framework.

ContentArea
Teaching
tudents will show growth of 75-100 lexiles per ear as indicated on the Reading Inventor Growth Proficienc

Integrate

Classroom

08/31/2020

Report. (Reading Inventor quarterl growth goal)

Oral and

teachers facilitate

- 06/21/2021

Written
nglish

the use of
academic

Language

vocaular in the

Instruction
into

classroom 
using the

Content-

Collaorative

Area
Teaching

Conversation
frameworks at
least twice a
week.

tudents will show growth of 75-100 lexiles per ear as indicated on the Reading Inventor Growth Proficienc

Integrate

PLCs review data

08/31/2020

Report. (Reading Inventor quarterl growth goal)

Oral and
Written

from Oral
Language rurics

- 06/21/2021

nglish

including samples

Language
Instruction

of student work
for discussion and

into

data norming.

ContentArea
Teaching
tudents needing social-emotional and academic support will receive targeted research ased interventions over

DataWise

chool wide

08/31/2020

Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

3 to 4 week ccles, resulting in 90% of students passing  the 4th quarter. (Preventing failure through

professional

-

intervention)

development on
how to analze

09/30/2020

Measurale Goals

data, interpret,
and use data to
make decisions
for student
achievement.
Professional
development will
directl lead to
Data meetings
and MT
meetings for
researched
interventions.
taff participates
in the course,
practices with
data, then models
future data
meetings.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT PLAN
Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

DataWise Online Course

All Certified taff

Reading Data, Holding Data Meetings, Using Data to elect
Interventions

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

Course completion and ailit to e a productive memer of the tteam during

09/09/2020 - 09/30/2020

Phil Anzelmo/ Assistant Principal

data meetings.

Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

This tep meets the Requirements of tate Required Trainings:

Teaching Diverse Learners in an Inclusive etting
Teaching Diverse Learners in an Inclusive etting

ADDNDUM : COMPRHNIV PLAN COMMUNICATION
Communication tep

Topics of Message

Mode

Audience

Anticipated Timeline

Presentation of Plan

chool Improvement Plan

wesite

takeholders

Upon approval

